Term 1, Week 3, 16 February, 2022
Dear Parents and Caregivers
Don’t we live in interesting times? Despite the widely varying views around managing Covid19, and the rising anxiety about the spread of Omicron, school life has been quite calm and
settled up to this point in time. However, it seems that this might change, so we have
included some explanation of what to do, and hope this will help.
The Red light restrictions mean that many face-to-face or group activities are not able to
proceed. Here is a list of changes:


Swimming Sports - Years 3 & 4, Years 5 & 6, will proceed but, unfortunately, without our
usual crowd of parents (apologies).



The Years 1 and 2 swimming display is not on.



The Inter-School Swimming Sports – cancelled.



The Parent-Teacher-Child Conferences (PTCs), which are usually held in Term 1, will be
replaced with an on-line option.



The New Entrant parent evenings are replaced with communications, to parents of new
school ‘starters’, from Mr Bowron.



‘How Far Will Bo (& Lola) Go?’ is postponed. We hope to do this later in the year.



Bible in Schools will not be happening at this level.



Class photos: These cannot happen in the usual manner. The photographers will do
individual photos of each child - no sibling photos and no class photos. They will then
create a simulated class photo from the individual ones. More information is coming.



The Years 5 and 6 Camps: A decision about camps will be made in Week 5.

Throughout 2022, the Board of Trustees will be seeking community feedback on a range of
items to help with our self-review and future planning. Rather than a big, long survey or
organising a large gathering (which we cannot currently do), we will be sending a twoquestion survey to families once or twice a term. It will take very little time to respond; we
hope to have many people take part. At each Board meeting, the feedback from those two
questions will be discussed, and another short survey will follow. Watch out for the first one
coming soon.
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Picking up children during the school day: There has been a significant increase in this
happening this year, which reflects the times. If you need to pick up your children during the
day, please follow these steps:
•
Phone ahead to let the Reception staff know your plans
•

When you arrive outside the school, please phone again, and your child will be
collected from the classroom and brought to the bus bay (Years 1-3; Years 4-6 students
will walk there themselves). This may take a few minutes so please allow for this.

Note: we cannot have staff collect children ahead of time and then wait by the road with
them until you arrive (there are sometimes delays), as it would be an inefficient use of time
when they are needed in the office.
Roundabout vs Bus Bay: Some new families may have been confused by these two locations
– especially if they have needed to pick up a child, or are planning what happens after
school. The roundabout is located in front of the hall, and this is where most children being
picked by car wait. The bus bay is closer to Landing Road, by the staff carpark gate, and in
front of Rooms 15 – 18. This area is reserved for buses between 8:00am and 9:00am and
2:30pm and 3:30pm.
The Board of Trustees meets at 6:30pm on Wednesday 23 February.
Here are two quotes which I think are appropriate to the times we are in:
“Anxiety does not empty tomorrow of its sorrows, but only empties today of its strength.” –
Charles Spurgeon
“Choose to be optimistic. It feels better.”—Dalai Lama
For the Children

Ken McLeay
Principal

Phone or text messages for children to the
office by 2.30pm daily please.
RIVERVIEW SCHOOL OSCAR PROGRAMME - OSCAR Assistant

Part-time position for an OSCAR Assistant available at our recreation-based after-school and
holiday programmes for the 2022 school year. During term time, hours are two afternoons a
week, and Wednesdays and Fridays (9am – 4pm) during the school holidays. The position also
includes providing full-time cover for annual holiday leave of the Programme Manager.
Seeking an energetic, mature, reliable, resourceful person to join our team - someone with good
communication skills and who relates well to children. Experience working with children, and as
part of a team, is an advantage. Recent first aid training would be a bonus. Successful staff
must be fully vaccinated for COVID-19 and will be subject to a Police Vet. Email CV and cover
letter, including names of two referees, to oscar@riverview.school.nz.

Swimming Sports
Due to the Covid-19 restrictions, we are unfortunately unable to have parents and
whānau spectators at our upcoming Swimming Sports events.
However, we do require 5 adult timekeepers to help us on each day, Tuesday 22
February and Tuesday 8 March. If you are fully vaccinated and are prepared to wear a
mask, and show your Covid-19 vaccination pass, please contact the school office.

Please ensure that your child has their togs, towel, swimming cap, lunch, drink, warm
clothing, and school hat (all named).

Due to COVID-19 there will not be any sibling photos taken. All students will have individual photos taken.

